
Host Brett says:
<<<Resume Mission>>>

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::on bridge in her chair::

CEO_Galagar says:
::Is tapping away happily, gets an idea, goes to the tactical console::

CNS_Enki says:
@Radue: Are you for or against the technology being reinstated into your society?

FCO_Kalek says:
::on the bridge, at helm::

CMO_Merna says:
::Looks at the cellular disruptor scanner again, then runs its self-diagnostic again, just to be sure.::

CSO_Syrna says:
@::looks over at the CIV and the CTO:: CTO: So.... what do you think?

Host CO_KBeth says:
::walks into autopsy room and sees the CMO:: CMO: How are things going?

CEO_Galagar says:
::Takes one of the tactical consoles, and starts checking for any signs of power readings, without a power source.::

CMO_Merna says:
<Nurse Band Aid> ::Pulls the scanner over John Doe number 1's head and begins scanning his dental work and logging it into the medical department's memory banks.::

CTO_Adrel says:
@::looks at her PADD and then the CSO again:: CSO: Well... strangely, I am a little lost here. Any ideas?

CSO_Syrna says:
CTO: Here is my theory and I will confirm it with the CMO's findings. I think who ever did it killed Carole Fletcher first and then surprised the others.

CEO_Galagar says:
::Also runs a second scan, for any irregular neutrino and tachyon patterns::

CMO_Merna says:
::Turns to the CO and forces a smile.:: CO: Hello Captain.  Just starting on John Doe number 1 here.  Other wise fine thank you.  How about yourself? ::Taps a few buttons on the cellular disruptor scanner.::


FCO_Kalek says:
::checks the ship's position::

CMO_Merna says:
<Nurse Band Aid> ::Smiles at the Captain, then continues with her scanning of the patient.::

CTO_Adrel says:
@::nods at the CSO:: CSO: Good theory. Any ideas about the weapon?

CSO_Syrna says:
CTO: All we have is that it is an energy weapon, like a phaser or maybe a disruptor. I think the CMO would be able to help us out with that as he is doing the autopsies.

CMO_Merna says:
::Smiles a bit more as the cellular disruptor checks out.  Holds it in his hand as he looks to the CO.::

Host CO_KBeth says:
::leans against the wall out of the way:: CMO: Sorry to have to disrupt your home coming and welcome you with this ::gestures towards the body::

CTO_Adrel says:
@CSO: Indeed. CIV: Cadet, any opinions on the matter?

CSO_Syrna says:
@CTO: We did not find a weapon in our search however.

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::gets up and moves to stand beside the FCO:: FCO: Did you receive my briefing of our current mission?

CTO_Adrel says:
@::nods to the CSO:: CSO: And we need to... it will be a key element in finding who did this.


CSO_Syrna says:
@CTO: Indeed. Also, I have found the lead researcher's notes. I expect I should be the one to go through them. Unless you want to.

CIV_Ferrone says:
@CTO: No, sir.  I'm not as experienced as both of you are in murder investigations.  ::looks around the room for some clue he might have missed::

CMO_Merna says:
::Nods with a reassuring smile.:: CO: No problem.  Something else would have been better.  But we don't always get what we want.  ::Leans over the patients chest and starts to scan around the hole very carefully.::   You mentioned that you wanted certain things looked into?  And performed?

CSO_Syrna says:
@CIV: This is my first murder investigation.



Host Radue says:
@CNS: I don't understand your question.  Am I for or against Aldea becoming a member of the Federation?

FCO_Kalek says:
XO:  Yes ma'am, I did.

CTO_Adrel says:
@CSO: No, go through them. You are the CSO. I will try to locate the weapon.

CMO_Merna says:
<Nurse Band Aid> ::Taps various controls on the scanner and readjusts it to scan the lower portion of the patient’s jaw.::

CNS_Enki says:
@Radue: Well, there is that question, but I'm curious as to how you feel about the technology that is being reintroduced into your society.

CSO_Syrna says:
@::nods:: CTO: With your permission, I would like to return to the Delphyne.

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::smiles:: FCO: Good, do you have any questions for me about the mission or procedures on the Delphyne?

CTO_Adrel says:
@CIV: You may not be as experienced, cadet Ferrone, but you have a mind don't you? So I am sure you have opinions about the matter. And feel free to express them. Now we need to find that weapon.

Host CO_KBeth says:
CMO: Yes.  They were all killed with an unknown energy weapon.  I need to know if any of the effects and residual traces coincide with anything in our database...or even close to something in our database.

CTO_Adrel says:
@CSO: If you believe you will be able to better analyze the notes, you may do so. Cadt Ferrone and I will stay here to look for more evidence.

CIV_Ferrone says:
@CTO:  Yes, sir... ::feels a little embarrassed::

Host Radue says:
@CNS: There is no technology being reintroduced.  Our technology is our own.  The only thing we have eliminated is the energy shield which cloaked our planet and I have no desire to see our race die out because of it.

CEO_Galagar says:
::Sighs, there are plenty of ions, but with all the ships coming back and forth...it could be anything::



CMO_Merna says:
::Nods while still performing the cellular disruption scan of the patient.:: CO: Aye Captain.  Anything else? ::Slowly moves around.::

CTO_Adrel says:
@CIV: And don't worry, cadet, you are doing fine. Now we need to find that weapon! Where would I hide if I were a weapon? ::grins and starts walking around::

CSO_Syrna says:
@CTO: I do plan to do so. The resources of the Delphyne's computer will assist me greatly. I think perhaps someone should also try to get information on the murder from the Custodian and perhaps a visual record of who did it. ::points to the cameras::

CSO_Syrna says:
@::walks back down the hall to the arch::

CMO_Merna says:
<Nurse Band Aid> ::Pauses and looks over the data for the patient’s dental records, then completes the log and moves the scanner aside.  Then goes to a compartment to gather some equipment.::

FCO_Kalek says:
::turns to face the XO and stands up::  XO:  Not at the moment, ma'am.  Although I do not believe we have the complete information about the occurrences on Aldea.

CTO_Adrel says:
@CSO: Good idea. I will send someone or will go myself.

Host CO_KBeth says:
CMO: I'd like to know if any of them have defensive wounds or were they surprised by their killer.  That may not be possible considering the weapon used.  Also if you could ascertain what order they were killed in and the angle of the weapon to them.  It would establish the killer’s path through their quarters.

CEO_Galagar says:
::Tries to pair up the frequencies of the various ions....no large groups...runs a more focused scan to see if individual ships can be pattered and traced::

CNS_Enki says:
@Radue: Ah, perhaps I was mistaken, then.  I thank you for your time.  If you hear anything, or remember anything else, you will inform me?  Please?

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
FCO: I agree!  hopefully the AT and the CMO can unveil some clues that will help fill in the blanks.  Well welcome aboard. ::turns and moves over towards the CEO::

CSO_Syrna says:
@::enters the arch:: Custodian: Bridge of the USS Delphyne.

CIV_Ferrone says:
@::pauses and looks at the custodian's transport system::  Could the person have just taken the weapon?  Or...  possibly just teleported the weapon to a random location?

FCO_Kalek says:
::nods at the XO::  XO:  Thank you, ma'am. ::turns and takes helm once again::

Host Radue says:
@CNS: Certainly.  I will be here in my office, preparing for the exposition this evening.  If you need me please contact me through the vid-link.  ::Smiles::

CEO_Galagar says:
XO: Ma'am, do you remember if the CSO was able to get the headings of the various ships that have crossed through here recently?

Host Radue says:
Action: CSO Appears on the bridge of the Delphyne

CMO_Merna says:
::Finishes his cellular disruption scan and, then taps on the console next to him and also on the scanner.  Then looks to the console as he scans through the recording.:: CO: Aye sir.  ::Takes in a deep breath.:: Well..  For this patient... It seems to be a disruptor of some type.  It'll take a bit more analysis and another set of scans.

CNS_Enki says:
@::Smiles very warmly back and stands from the table, thanking him again::

CIV_Ferrone says:
@::looks at the custodian's archway::  Is there any way to get a log of activity for this arch?

FCO_Kalek says:
::checks stellar graviton detectors, and notices a woman appearing  on the bridge::

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
CEO:  Yes we have that in the database. ::turns as she sees the CSO instantly appear:: CSO: Report!

CMO_Merna says:
::Looks to the CO.:: CO: But this I can say to a great degree of certainty.  It was a disruptor at close range.  More after other scans. ::Stands there.::

CSO_Syrna says:
::walks briskly to her station after materializing on the bridge::

CTO_Adrel says:
@CIV: Good idea. We looked everywhere in here and didn't find anything. Maybe we should check out your idea.

CNS_Enki says:
@::Walks to the Custodian... now what... let's try this::

CTO_Adrel says:
@::waits to hear the answer given by the custodian::

FCO_Kalek says:
::realizes that she should be the Chief Science Officer...  and she's a Vulcan::

CSO_Syrna says:
XO: I have a great deal of data from the crime scene. Coupled with the information from the CMO's autopsies we should be able to recreate the crime scene.

CNS_Enki says:
@Custodian: Custodian, are there visual records of the Starfleet Science Team's quarters between 7 PM and 12:40 AM on the date of their reported death?

CSO_Syrna says:
XO: I also have the lead researcher's notes and I would like to go through it for clues as well.

CEO_Galagar says:
::Runs a second scan, of the headings of the various ships, tries to lay there headings on the various ion trails...:: Computer: Using the ion trails of Tachyons and Neutrinos, can you create a path plan for the various ships that crossed through this space in the last 20 hours?

Host Custodian says:
@CNS: Visual records for that time exist.

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::nods::  CSO: Let me know if you find anything.

CSO_Syrna says:
XO: Of course. ::normal flat unemotional tones::

CIV_Ferrone says:
@Custodian:  Who was the last person to use this transport archway before the U.S.S. Delphyne away team used it?

CMO_Merna says:
<Nurse Band Aid> ::Sets a tray of equipment on the table next to the autopsy bed.  Then walks over to the console and waits a moment.::

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::smiling:: *CMO*: When you get the results of the autopsies, please be sure to send a copy of your report to the CSO.

Host CO_KBeth says:
CMO: Type the disrupter signature to our database and see what pops up.  Contact me if you find anything else.

CEO_Galagar says:
<Computer> CEO: Working....Working.....

CSO_Syrna says:
::goes to download Fletcher's notes into her console::

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::turns back to the CEO:: CEO: How is the your detective work going?

FCO_Kalek says:
::checks the Federation timebase beacon receiver, realizes it's working within normal parameters::

CEO_Galagar says:
XO: Too many particles...and way too much time...its probably going to be a waste of time, unless lady luck is on our side.

CMO_Merna says:
::Nods.:: CO: Aye Captain.  As soon as I get that info I'll let you know. ::Looks over to the nurse.::

Host Custodian says:
@CIV: The last usage before your own was citizen Carish, appointee Radue and Ambassador M'Benge.

CSO_Syrna says:
*CMO* I will need to get three-dimensional scans on those bodies, so that I can duplicate the crime scene as soon as you can. Can you give me an estimate of how much longer?

Host CO_KBeth says:
::turns back before she leaves the room and grins:: CMO: And Lt....welcome back.  ::exits and heads back to the TL::

CMO_Merna says:
<Nurse Band Aid> ::Looks to the Doctor.:: CMO: This patient’s name is Doctor Javik.  ::Taps into the console and changes the reference from John Doe number 1 to Dr Jarvik.::

CIV_Ferrone says:
@::looks at the CTO:: hmmm... perhaps that's when they discovered the science team was dead...?

CTO_Adrel says:
@CIV: Perhaps.

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
CEO: Well that is why they call it luck... You may check for eddies in any of the particles.  I have found them in the past to sometimes be helpful.

CMO_Merna says:
::Nods to the Captain as she leaves.  Then looks over the body once again.:: Nurse: Ready for the fluid collection? ::Moves back and gets ready to reposition the patient.::

CEO_Galagar says:
XO: If we are able to work out if those bodies were hit by a non Aldean weapon, we may have more evidence pointing to what ship I should be looking for.

Host CO_KBeth says:
::enters the TL:: TL: Bridge


FCO_Kalek says:
::stands and heads toward the XO and CEO::

CEO_Galagar says:
XO: Yes, the time/frequency signatures...or eddies are exactly what I'm scanning....

CSO_Syrna says:
CEO: The Aldeans have no weapons, except for the defense mechanism employed by the custodian.

CIV_Ferrone says:
@::looks back at the archway and "manipulates" it::  Custodian:  Who used the transport system before them?

CMO_Merna says:
<Nurse Band Aid> ::Nods.:: CMO: The Executive Officers communiqué? ::Smiles as she knows.::

CMO_Merna says:
Nurse: Oh... Sorry... ::Taps his com badge.::

CEO_Galagar says:
CSO: And who is to say the custodian didn't do the dirty work...its been done before.

FCO_Kalek says:
XO:  Ma'am, do you need my assistance in any other issue?  Helm is fully operational and perhaps I could be of some help in the Aldea's case.

CTO_Adrel says:
@::takes a few notes down and whispers:: CIV: Great questions, cadet.

CNS_Enki says:
@::Types into the console:: Custodian: Please download those visual records into my tricorder.

CMO_Merna says:
*XO*: Aye sir.  I can say this for certain, that it was a disruptor of some type.  Just need a bit more time to track down which type though.

CMO_Merna says:
*CSO*: Those scans will be complete in approximately 20 minutes. ::Nods to the nurse to tell her to get on it.::

CSO_Syrna says:
CEO: Indeed. The custodian was what this research team was studying. I don't suppose the other science teams down on the planet are also in danger... ::wonders why she had not thought of this before now::

Host CO_KBeth says:
::exits onto the bridge. Heads over to the XO::



XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::sees the FCO:: FCO: I am sorry I have not had a chance to full evaluation your background.  It what areas have you received training in?

Host Custodian says:
Action: A list of arch users appears on the interface screen for the CIV

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
*CMO*: Understood.

CSO_Syrna says:
*CMO*: Thank you.

CEO_Galagar says:
CSO: Either that, or someone manipulated the custodian to do their dirty work....don't blame the computer, it may be the person behind it.

Host CO_KBeth says:
XO: Anything to report?

Host Custodian says:
Action: It shows what was already said, then before that was Carish.  Before that was the science team leaving.  Before that are more records of the science team coming and going.  The record goes back many days.

CEO_Galagar says:
*CMO*: Doctor, you haven't been able to work out what sort of energy pattern, or disrupter killed those bodies...do you?

CTO_Adrel says:
@CIV: So what is the info he sent you?

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
CO: ::turns to face her::  The CSO has returned from the planet and reports that her data that the AT has collected so far as well as the data from the autopsies should be enough to reconstruct the crime scene.

FCO_Kalek says:
XO:  I have training in Science and Engineering.  Of course, if there is no need of my help, I will return to my station.

CSO_Syrna says:
CEO: No one on Aldea has the expertise to manipulate the computer, to program it except for perhaps the science team. It is a very advanced and complex system.


Host Custodian says:
Action: The Custodian downloads visual records into the CNS's tricorder.

CIV_Ferrone says:
@ ::looks at the CTO::  so Carish came in the room after the science team left.

FCO_Kalek says:
::sees the CO and nods:: CO:  Captain.

CNS_Enki says:
@::Taps commbadge:: *Delphyne*: Delphyne, can you establish a data link with my tricorder?

CEO_Galagar says:
CSO: How can you be so sure of that? No system is unhackable.

CIV_Ferrone says:
@::goes to grab his tricorder but realizes the CSO still has it::  CTO: Sir, we should download this activity list.

CMO_Merna says:
::Starts scanning Dr. Jarvik.:: *CEO*: Only to the point of that it was a disruptor of some type. ::Slowly moves over the body again, scanning it.::

Host CO_KBeth says:
XO: Good....::gestures for her to follow to a remote corner of the bridge::

CTO_Adrel says:
@CIV: Maybe we should go ask him a few questions ... I will download it. ::gets her tricorder out and starts downloading the list::

CEO_Galagar says:
*CMO*: So it’s for sure, that it isn't from any of the weapon systems from the surface?

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::turns to FCO:: Why don't you help the CSO then.  Perhaps you can help her review the AT data.

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::follows the CO::

CSO_Syrna says:
CEO: Well.. you are quite correct. It slipped my mind that ten years had passed since the Federation Science team had started this project. Perhaps one of the people who they were teaching did that very thing.

FCO_Kalek says:
XO:  I will, ma'am. ::nods and turns to meet the Vulcan CSO::

CIV_Ferrone says:
@CTO: Aye, sir.  ::turns back to the Custodian:: 

Host CO_KBeth says:
FCO: Ensign, welcome aboard. If you will excuse us. ::walks over and turns to Sy::

CSO_Syrna says:
FCO: Do you have any experience in holographic programming?

CEO_Galagar says:
CSO: Never underestimate the enemy....they are everywhere, and no where.


CSO_Syrna says:
::raises her eyebrow at the CEO's comment but says nothing::

CIV_Ferrone says:
@Custodian:  Do records indicate that Carish would be present in this room at any time by himself?  Or with one of the science team members?

FCO_Kalek says:
CSO:  Yes, ma'am.  What can I do to help you?

Host CO_KBeth says:
XO: Two things: One - I wanted to say that I'm sorry that this has interrupted your reunion with your husband.

CMO_Merna says:
::Leans over the patient, still continuing his scan, sounds a bit preoccupied.:: *CEO*: I don't know what type they have on the surface.  Just that it was some type of disruptor.  Tracking down the energy traces at the moment.

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
<Duty OPS> *CNS:* Yes. ::establishes the link::

CTO_Adrel says:
@CIV: we have the list. ::hears that he is still talking with the custodian and waits::

Host Custodian says:
@CIV: Yes.

CSO_Syrna says:
*CNS*  Yes.

CTO_Adrel says:
@CIV: Yes to which of the two questions? ::puzzled::

CIV_Ferrone says:
@Custodian: Which science team member was Carish present in this room with?

CEO_Galagar says:
*CMO*: Aye Doctor, if you find anything, please let me know. And welcome aboard. ::Goes back to work.::

CSO_Syrna says:
*CNS* I'll tie you into my console. ::establishes a link::

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::smiles:: CO: I will make you pay later.

CNS_Enki says:
@*CSO*: There is a block of visual records taken of the Science Teams quarters recorded by the Custodian.  Could you or the computer scan it and find any clues?

FCO_Kalek says:
::observes the CSO working::

Host Custodian says:
@CIV: Please specify a time for your query.  Multiple occurrences exist.

CMO_Merna says:
<Nurse Band Aid> ::Moves over to the next patient and finds that it's a woman.  Thinks it must be Dr. Fletcher, but continues with her assigned duty.::

CSO_Syrna says:
*CNS* I will do what I can. Send me what data you have.

CSO_Syrna says:
::looks back at the FCO for an answer to her question::

CIV_Ferrone says:
@Custodian: The most recent timeframe before the science team was found dead.

CNS_Enki says:
@*CSO*: Sending now.  ::Presses the appropriate buttons on the tricorder::

CTO_Adrel says:
@::looks at the CIV and lets him lead the questioning, good way to learn::

FCO_Kalek says:
::notices an FCO took his place while he's at the SCI station::

CIV_Ferrone says:
@::sits down::  CTO:  Sir, I think this is going to take a while....  ::sighs::

CSO_Syrna says:
::lets the computer do its work::

CTO_Adrel says:
@::nods at the CIV and takes notes of the answers:: CIV: Investigations take time ...

CNS_Enki says:
@::Sees the tricorder dump its data to the Delphyne::

Host CO_KBeth says:
XO: ::grins:: I bet you will ..... and also for this - I need for you to discreetly see what messages were sent by Flynn and to whom.  See what you can find out what data he accessed and anything else.  I don't want anyone else knowing what you are looking for so take your time and do it when you can.

CMO_Merna says:
*CEO*: Thank you.  ::Stands up after completing his scans.:: Take care.  Dr. Merna out. ::Walks over to the console and logs the data from his latest energy scans into the computer for analysis and comparison.::


CNS_Enki says:
@::This would be too easy, but have to try... types into the console:: Custodian: Custodian, who killed the Federation Science Team?

CEO_Galagar says:
::Sighs, the computer is taking a long time, takes out his PADD, and transfers the various energy signatures that we already know it could be::

Host Custodian says:
@CIV: Citizen Carish was present in these quarters with (List all members of science team) 22.5 hours ago.

CSO_Syrna says:
FCO: Perhaps we can go to the holodeck and create the crime scene.

Host Custodian says:
@CNS: Unknown

FCO_Kalek says:
CSO:  Of course.  Do we have the information required to create a crime scene?

CNS_Enki says:
@*CSO*: Chief, you may be able to narrow your search by having the computer find the last scene with Dr Fletcher alive in it.

CIV_Ferrone says:
@Custodian: Do internal sensors indicate any energy discharge at that time?  Or any kind of energy surge?

CTO_Adrel says:
@Custodian: When he left at that time, who was still in these quarters? ::hopes he understands what she means::

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::grows serious and nods:: CO: Very well.  I could perhaps discover the information quicker if I was not on the bridge... is that something you would like me to do?

Host Custodian says:
@CIV: Negative.

CSO_Syrna says:
::raises her eyebrow in typical Vulcan fashion:: FCO: Of course. Follow me.

Host Custodian says:
@CTO: (Names all members of Science team)

CNS_Enki says:
@::Types:: Custodian: Custodian, is Carish available at this time?

FCO_Kalek says:
::raises his eyebrow as well and follows the CSO::

CTO_Adrel says:
@CIV: Maybe someone tempered with the records, that is we get nothing about energy weapons, etc.

CMO_Merna says:
<Nurse Band Aid> ::Finishes her dimensional scans of the second patient and moves on to the next.:: CMO: First set of dimensional scans complete.  I think this was Dr. Fletcher who led the team.  Initial ID scan concurs, but retinal scan not done yet Doctor. ::Sets up the scanner on the third patient.::

Host Custodian says:
@CNS: I do not understand your question.  However, Citizen Carish is in his quarters at this time.

CNS_Enki says:
@::Types:: Custodian: Please transport me to his location.

CMO_Merna says:
Nurse: Ok... ::Taps on the console.:: Keep it going. ::Looks over the data and waits for the computer's analysis and comparison.::

CSO_Syrna says:
::gets in the lift:: TL: Holodeck 2. *CNS* I will do so when the computer finishes its download.

CIV_Ferrone says:
@Custodian: Do internal temperature regulators indicate any activity due to compensating for either increased or decreased heat after Carish left this room and before the science team was killed?

CNS_Enki says:
@*CSO*: Thank you.  Ensign Enki out.

FCO_Kalek says:
::enters the TL::


Host CO_KBeth says:
XO: If you think you can get away then go into my ready room.  You should have clearance for my terminal in there.  I'll need a report as soon as the investigation is through.

CTO_Adrel says:
@::impressed at the CIV's questioning::

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::nods::

CMO_Merna says:
::Sees that the analysis and comparison will take a while.  Then moves over to the second patient and starts a retinal scan to confirm her ID.::

Host Custodian says:
@CIV: Negative



CSO_Syrna says:
::looks at the FCO:: FCO: It is agreeable to see a fellow Vulcan aboard the Delphyne.  What brings you to us?

Host CO_KBeth says:
::nods and grins:: XO: Well back to our who dunnit.  ::heads over to the duty OPS::

CTO_Adrel says:
@CIV: It seems endless. Maybe we should go see Carish. Unless you have other questions to ask?

CMO_Merna says:
::Stops in mid scan and quickly walks back to the console, then inputs that he wants are a full analysis.  Shakes his head as he sees the time will take much longer.  Then walks back to the second patient.::

CIV_Ferrone says:
@Custodian: Does Carish have access and the capability to tamper with your internal records and data?

CSO_Syrna says:
::rides the lift to the deck with the holodecks::

CIV_Ferrone says:
@CTO: Sir, just this last one.

CTO_Adrel says:
@::nods and waits::

CEO_Galagar says:
::paces....there has to be a way to find what ships came by::  Computer: Display any visual outposts in the general area.

Host CO_KBeth says:
*CTO*: What is your location?

FCO_Kalek says:
::looks back at CSO:: CSO:  I do not understand the question.  I have been assigned to this ship.  I am following orders.

CTO_Adrel says:
*CO*: Science Team's arch, captain. But we will be going to interrogate Mr. Carish soon.

CIV_Ferrone says:
@::smiles and chuckles to himself:: CTO: Sir, I think the Custodian did it.

CMO_Merna says:
<Nurse Band Aid> ::Finishes the dimensional scans and then gathers a fluid sample.  Then walks over to the station and logs the data in.  Then sees that this patient is more than likely Scientist Sam Jones.  Notes it in her logs, then continues to the next patient.::




XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::moves over to the SCI 2 and nods to the duty SO::

CSO_Syrna says:
FCO: I see. Very well then. ::exits lift with the FCO following her::

Host CO_KBeth says:
*CTO*: Hold there...I'll be joining you shortly.

Host Custodian says:
@CIV: Negative

CTO_Adrel says:
*CO*: Aye.

CNS_Enki says:
@::Types:: Custodian: Please transport me to his location.

CIV_Ferrone says:
@::sighs.... getting frustrated::

FCO_Kalek says:
CSO:  I am sorry, but it would have any other reason for my presence aboard?  ::follows the CSO::

CEO_Galagar says:
XO: Ma'am I've got something.

CTO_Adrel says:
@CIV: The custodian did it? You know... all this makes me remember an old terran game my mother had me play, it is called Clue... weird game but really similar to this.

Host Custodian says:
Action: The CNS is transported to Carish's house.

CSO_Syrna says:
::arrives at the holodeck:: FCO: Certainly not.

Host CO_KBeth says:
Duty OPS: Contact the surface and ask them to transport me to the Science Teams' arch.

CNS_Enki says:
@Carish: I apologize for my intrusion.  Are you Carish?

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::looks up at the CEO and closes the station down before she heads his way::

CIV_Ferrone says:
@CTO: I wish we had a GOOD clue, sir. ::smiles::


XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::walks up to the CEO:: CEO: What is it?

FCO_Kalek says:
::raises an eyebrow, then faces holodeck 2 doors::

CTO_Adrel says:
@CIV: Well, me too. Maybe the others will find something more useful than we did.

CMO_Merna says:
::Finishes with the retinal scan of Dr. Fletcher and logs her ID into the Computer.   Then scans her wound for cellular disruption.  Nodding to himself as it seems to be the same weapon, but isn't sure as the analysis isn't complete on anyone yet.::

CEO_Galagar says:
XO: Well I've narrowed our suspects down to two ships, the Yacht, and the Ferengi vessel....

Host Custodian says:
Action: The CNS sees a young, handsome Aldean seated on a sofa.  He looks up, somewhat startled.  He looks drawn and haggard.

CTO_Adrel says:
@CIV: The CO wants us to wait for her here.



Host CO_KBeth says:
<Duty OPS>: Aye ma'am.  ::contacts the planet::

CMO_Merna says:
<Nurse Band Aid> ::Looks to Merna.:: CMO: Should I call in another Nurse or Assistant?

Host Carish says:
@CNS: Oh.  You must be with the Federation team Radue told me about.  Have you found out who did it?

CEO_Galagar says:
XO: Now if I can just find out what planet contact they had.....including if anybody transported down there....we'll have our suspects.

CSO_Syrna says:
::hooks up the tricorder to the console:: FCO: What do you think would be the best way for us to take the information we have here to recreate the scene on the planet?

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
CEO: What evidences did you get that helped you to eliminate the other one? ::looks at the data::

CIV_Ferrone says:
@::nods::  CTO: Sir...  Just got a thought...  what is Dr. Fletcher was protecting some of her work...  had her partners killed...  then killed herself...  ::sighs::  I'm grasping at straws.

CNS_Enki says:
@Carish: No, I'm sorry.  Not yet.  But we're working very hard.  Would you mind helping us?

CMO_Merna says:
::While still looking at the patient and carefully scanning her.:: Nurse: Yes.. Please do.  Get someone that's experienced with identifying disruptor wounds.

CEO_Galagar says:
XO: The computer Specified that the patterns of ions  correlate to us, the Yacht, the freighter and the Ferengi Vessel.

Host Carish says:
@CNS: Certainly.  Please, sit.  I will do all I can.

CSO_Syrna says:
::starts downloading the information into the console, watches at the holodeck doors open and the black and yellow grid pattern is all that is on the walls::

CMO_Merna says:
<Nurse Band Aid> ::Nods and gathers a specialist.::

CNS_Enki says:
@::Nods, smiles, and sits down:: Carish: How did you meet Dr Fletcher?

CTO_Adrel says:
@CIV: Maybe you feel like you are grasping at straws but it is a sad possibility. We should not rule it out. You have great questions and good ideas.

Host Carish says:
Action: The CO is transported to the arch in the Science Team's quarters.

CIV_Ferrone says:
@::stands at attention upon sight of the captain::

CIV_Ferrone says:
@::and salutes::

FCO_Kalek says:
CSO:  We should analyze every part of it.  Since this recreation must be equal to what really happened, we should mount it part by part.

Host CO_KBeth says:
@::looks around at the scene and then sees the cadet salute.  returns it:: CIV: At ease, Cadet.

CSO_Syrna says:
::nods:: FCO: Quite logical.

CMO_Merna says:
::Walks over to the nurse after finishing his scans and starts the identifying procedure on the next patient.::

CIV_Ferrone says:
@::stands at ease::

FCO_Kalek says:
CSO:  I suggest we begin by the crime area.

Host CO_KBeth says:
@CTO: Report, please.

CTO_Adrel says:
@CO: Welcome. Sadly we haven't found out much. Cadet Ferrone here asked great questions. Maybe he should be the one to tell you what he found out so far.

CSO_Syrna says:
Computer: Build the science team's quarters based upon the readings of this data.

Host Carish says:
@CNS: Carol...::Looks far away remembering::  We met not long after she and her team came here.  I am an artist and they attended one of my showings.  We talked...::Tears appear in his eyes::

FCO_Kalek says:
CSO:  Have you been at the real crime scene?

Host CO_KBeth says:
@::starts to walk around the crime scene noting the details:: CIV: Cadet, report.

CIV_Ferrone says:
@::was about to wander off but stops::

CTO_Adrel says:
CIV: But I can do it, cadet if you prefer.

CNS_Enki says:
@Carish: I'm so sorry.  You were close to her, weren't you?

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
CEO: Very good then... I will inform the Captain, and one more thing....

CSO_Syrna says:
FCO: Yes I have. ::does not mention how horrific it was::

Host Carish says:
@CNS: Yes.  We were engaged...

CIV_Ferrone says:
@CO: Sir!...  err...  Well...  Carish, Radue, and M'Benge were here before the science team died..  ::looks to the CTO::  Please do, sir.

CSO_Syrna says:
FCO: It is where I got these readings from.

CTO_Adrel says:
@CIV: Try to find more about this crime scene then. ::turns to the CO::

CNS_Enki says:
@Carish: You found her, didn't you?

CMO_Merna says:
::Finishes the identifying scans and logs this patient as Scientist Sam Jones.     Then proceeds to the next patient.::

Host CO_KBeth says:
@::looks at the both of them:: CTO/CIV: Is there a problem?

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
CEO: If I should need to leave the bridge do you feel you are up for the challenge of bridge duty? ::studies him closely::

CTO_Adrel says:
@CO: I wanted him to have the chance to tell you his findings since he did a marvelous job with his questioning. Anyway... here we go...

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
<do you feel>

FCO_Kalek says:
CSO:  Then it is logical to say it is a perfect copy of the place.

CEO_Galagar says:
XO: Yes, I believe so. Though this would be my first time Ma'am.

CSO_Syrna says:
::watches as the computer builds the quarters in the holodeck as she remembers them::

Host Carish says:
@CNS: Yes...  ::Sobs once, then tries to regain control::  Last night...

CIV_Ferrone says:
@CTO:  Aye, sir.  ::nods and putters off towards the room's door::

CSO_Syrna says:
FCO: Indeed. I can see progress now.

CTO_Adrel says:
@CO: The last person that came here before we did was Carish. He was here 22.5 hours ago and all the science team was there as well. When he left they were still here. The records do not show energy activity that could look like a weapon, nor heat change, etc. Carish doesn't have access to temper with the records.

CMO_Merna says:
Specialist Hoba: You know your job Doctor. ::Smiles reassuringly.:: Chief Medical Officer Merna.  Sorry we couldn't have met under better circumstances.  ::Then starts his scans of the patient.::



CIV_Ferrone says:
@::silently berating himself for freezing up during his report...  not the way of an officer, that's for sure::

CSO_Syrna says:
Computer: Place the bodies as we found them in the locations as we found them.

CMO_Merna says:
<Specialist Hoba> ::Nods.:: CMO: Yes sir. ::Moves over to the first patient’s console and starts tapping on the console.::

Host CO_KBeth says:
@::looks impassively at the gore and disarray while listening to the CTO:: CTO: When did Carish return to discover the bodies?

CSO_Syrna says:
*CMO* Is the data on the bodies ready?

CNS_Enki says:
@Carish: Can you tell me what you saw?  What you found?  Please don't press yourself.

CIV_Ferrone says:
@::walks over to the door and looks at the hinges and the knob for any sign of forced entry::

CMO_Merna says:
::Turns around and moves out of the way of his nurse.  Then continues with his cellular disruption scans.::

FCO_Kalek says:
::waits for the CMO answer::

CEO_Galagar says:
XO: Well other than on the holodeck....I mean I have the command clearance...it’s just that everyone over-ranked me up to this point.

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::nods and is encouraged by the fact that he did not seem too bold and reckless about it::  CEO: Very well. ::smiles:: You have the bridge.  I will be in the CO's RR... contact me at the first sign of anything.

CTO_Adrel says:
@::looks at her PADD trying to find the answer:: CO: Cadet Ferrone asked the Custodian about the last time Carish was here and he mentioned 22.5 . But I will check again.

CMO_Merna says:
::Looks to the Nurse, then taps his badge.:: CSO: Not yet.  Maybe another 20 minutes or so.

CEO_Galagar says:
XO: Yes Ma'am.




Host Carish says:
@CNS: I went there, last night, to speak with Carol.  About her leaving...or staying...we weren't sure what we would do.  I transported in and saw them...lying there on the floor.  It was terrible!  I didn't see Carol so I ran into the living area.  And I found her in her office...slumped over....::Begins to cry::

CTO_Adrel says:
@Custodian: When was the last time that Mr. Carish came in these quarters?

CSO_Syrna says:
*CMO* Can I have access on the bodies that you already processed?

CNS_Enki says:
@::Moves close to Carish, and places a hand on his back, rubbing his back in a warm manner::

CMO_Merna says:
<Nurse Band Aid> ::Quickly, but carefully speeds up her scanning of the remaining patients.::

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::walks down to the RR and then enters::  *CO*: Mr. Galagar was able to eliminate the freighter as a possibly suspect, ma'am.

Host CO_KBeth says:
@*XO*: Excellent.  See if he can also eliminate the other two.

CMO_Merna says:
::Waits till he finishes his scanning of the current patient.  Then walks over to the console and logs in for the CSO to have access to the current records.:: *CSO*: You can access them now.  ::Returns to the patient and logs in the data from his last scan.::

CSO_Syrna says:
*CMO* Thank you.

Host Carish says:
@CNS: The last time I saw her...we fought.  She wanted me to come with her but I wanted her to stay.  Our last words were a disagreement!  I didn't get to tell her...to tell...

CTO_Adrel says:
@::waits for the custodian's answer::

CSO_Syrna says:
::starts to access what data from the autopsies they have::

CMO_Merna says:
::With the sounds of various medical equipment scans in the background.:: *CSO*: Not a problem.

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::sits down at the terminal and inputs the necessary access codes::


Host Custodian says:
@CTO: 12:45 am.  This morning.

CNS_Enki says:
@Carish: One argument doesn't mean a person doesn't love another person anymore.  I know that she knew how much you cared about her.

CIV_Ferrone says:
@::opens the door and looks outside... specifically at the ground...  gets on hands and knees and sniffs the ground...  hoping to smell some kind of chemical agent... or an after-effect of whatever weapon was fired.

CMO_Merna says:
::Logs in to the computer and notes that this patient is Dr. Eng.  Then walks up to the next patient.::

CTO_Adrel says:
@CO: So 12:45 am it is.

CSO_Syrna says:
Computer: Please start placing the bodies of the victims in the appropriate places. For those who have complete data use that, for those who do not yet, use what scans were taken from the planet surface.

Host Carish says:
@::Sobs::

CSO_Syrna says:
::watches as the computer fills in the bodies::

CNS_Enki says:
@::Rubs his back some more::

FCO_Kalek says:
CSO:  Ma'am, I am not aware of what happened, besides the murder.  Do the Aldeans update you of any extra information?

CMO_Merna says:
<Specialist Hoba> ::Moves on to Dr. Fletcher and works at the console at her autopsy bed.::

Host CO_KBeth says:
@::walks over to the interface:: CTO: And they were the only people to have been here between the science teams return and Carish discovering the bodies?

CEO_Galagar says:
::Taps on his console, getting a system status report::

Host Carish says:
Action: The CIV notes that the ground outside is undisturbed.

CIV_Ferrone says:
@::stands up before anyone else notices him on hands and knees ~arf~::

CTO_Adrel says:
@CO: According to the list yes. Here, I downloaded it in my tricorder ::hands the tricorder to the CO::

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::uses her computer knowledge and security codes to secure her inquires so that even D'von won't be able to detect or trace her progress::

CSO_Syrna says:
FCO: I have only gathered data from the scene. The Counselor is sending the Delphyne visual data from the recorders taken in the team's quarters.

CTO_Adrel says:
@CO: As you can see records don't show anyone besides them. But we don't know if the records are 100% accurate.

CIV_Ferrone says:
@::walks back to the CO and CTO and stands patiently::

CEO_Galagar says:
::Notices that beta shift should begin soon:: *Alpha Team leader*:Report, Mr Jenkins.

Host CO_KBeth says:
@::reads the list again:: CTO: According to this the science team never returned.

CSO_Syrna says:
::taps a few buttons to see if the data has downloaded::

CNS_Enki says:
@Carish: How did your family like Carol?

CTO_Adrel says:
@::notices the CIV:: CO: Never returned? mmm...

CMO_Merna says:
<Nurse Band Aid> ::Pauses to wipe her brow from the work, then grabs a sterile pad to wipe it instead.  Then walks up to the CMO.:: CMO: Dimensional analysis and fluid samples are logged in Dr.  ::Starts assisting with the autopsy of the patient.::

FCO_Kalek says:
CSO:  I see.  As soon as we have the visual data, we can actually start.

CEO_Galagar says:
<ATL Jenkins> *CEO*: Personal, final system check shows all systems green.

CMO_Merna says:
::Nods while continuing the scans.:: Nurse: Good.

CSO_Syrna says:
FCO: perhaps this additional data will help us.


Host CO_KBeth says:
@::looks at the Custodian interface:: Custodian:: How accurate are these records?

CEO_Galagar says:
*Alpha Team Leader*: Aye, good job. Your team is relieved by Delta. See you tomorrow.

CIV_Ferrone says:
@CTO: Ma’am...  the ground outside their door is undisturbed.  That means that they either used grav pads to enter the room, or they must have either been transported by standard teleportation devices or by the custodian.

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::begins to review the data that Flynn accessed::

CSO_Syrna says:
Computer: display the last minute of the last time in this record that Carole Fletcher was seen alive.

CTO_Adrel says:
@CIV: Aye. Thanks for the information. Anything else?

Host Custodian says:
@CO: 100%

CMO_Merna says:
::Finishes the retinal scan.:: Nurse: Log this patient in as Science Specialist Ben Franklyn. ::Starts scanning the next patient as the Nurse logs in the data.::

CTO_Adrel says:
@CO: The cadet saw that the ground outside is undisturbed so they didn't came by the door.

CTO_Adrel says:
@CO: The outside door.

FCO_Kalek says:
::watches the simulation::

CIV_Ferrone says:
@CTO: Sir, perhaps the science team, minus Dr. Fletcher, was killed before entering the room... and then was beamed back in here.

CEO_Galagar says:
::Frowns, 3 members of delta are tardy. leaves it to DTL to handle it::

Host Carish says:
@CNS: My family? I have no family.  My parents have long since passed on.

Host CO_KBeth says:
@::nods:: Custodian: How did the science team enter the room after the party?

CTO_Adrel says:
@CIV: Exactly what I was thinking.

CNS_Enki says:
@Carish: I'm sorry to hear that.  Why don't you tell me more about yourself.  You said you were an artist... is that the only job you have?  What kind of things do you do?

CSO_Syrna says:
::watches as Carole enters her office::

CIV_Ferrone says:
@::looks over and waits for the custodian to answer the CO::

CEO_Galagar says:
*CMO*: Any new information of the disrupter signatures doctor?

Host Custodian says:
@CO: I do not know.  My records indicate they did not return via this arch.

Host CO_KBeth says:
@Custodian: And would you have visuals if they returned through the door?

CSO_Syrna says:
Computer: Time index this moment and fast forward to the scene change.

CIV_Ferrone says:
@*CSO* Sir, forgive me for this intrusion.  Did you take readings of the science team's room for any sign of transporter traces or signatures?

FCO_Kalek says:
::observes the scene changing::

Host Custodian says:
@CO: Yes.

CTO_Adrel says:
@::waits beside the CO as she is asking questions to the custodian::

Host Carish says:
Action: The Delphyne computer shows the CSO the camera footage from 9:30pm to 9:45 pm.  Then the screen goes dark.  Until 10:15pm.  A pool of blood can be seen in the doorway of the arch room.

CMO_Merna says:
::Pauses.:: *CEO*: Not at the moment.  ::Looks to the Specialist and shakes his head in the negative too.:: I have a specialist working on it now.

CSO_Syrna says:
*CIV* No need to forgive. No. I did not specifically look for that type of data.

XO_Tarrez-Merna says:
::sighs as she sees the huge amount of data that Flynn had accessed as the Del's FCO::

CIV_Ferrone says:
@*CSO* Thank you, sir.




CMO_Merna says:
Nurse: I'm going on a hunch here.  Check the time of death with the last patient, and compare it with the others please. ::Goes back to his autopsy scanning.::

FCO_Kalek says:
CSO:  Fascinating...  a blank between  0945 to 1015 hours.

CEO_Galagar says:
*CMO*: Understood, by the way, when we get a little less busy around here I'd like to schedule physicals for my crew.

CMO_Merna says:
<Nurse Band Aid> ::Nods and goes to the last patient.::

CIV_Ferrone says:
@CTO: Sir, we should take a scan for transporter traces.  The CSO just told me she didn't.

CSO_Syrna says:
::raises an eyebrow:: Indeed. We need to know how the cameras were tampered with.

CMO_Merna says:
::Continues with his cellular disruption scanning.:: *CEO*: Aye.

FCO_Kalek says:
::sees the blood pool::  CSO:  Ma'am, there is a pool of blood in here.  ::shows her the blood, in the doorway of the arch room::

Host Carish says:
@CNS: My life?  Well, yes, I am an artist.  We are free to be whatever we wish thanks to the Custodian.  I am a painter.  ::Motions to the walls where several colorful works of art are displayed.::

CTO_Adrel says:
@CIV: Good idea.       CO: Can I have my tricorder back, captain?

CSO_Syrna says:
*CIV*: Are you still in the science team's quarters?

CMO_Merna says:
<Nurse Band Aid> ::Smiles.:: CMO: Looks like Dr. Fletcher died first.

CIV_Ferrone says:
@*CSO* Aye, sir.

Host CO_KBeth says:
@::notes the cameras around the room while she waits for the custodian to answer::   CTO/CIV: I'd like a quick report on what you found here physically. ::hands the CTO her tricorder::


FCO_Kalek says:
CSO:  Whose blood is this?

CEO_Galagar says:
::Brings up the various paddwork, and starts working on his duty log::

CTO_Adrel says:
@CO: Aye. I will take a scan for transporter traces now.

CMO_Merna says:
::Nods and finishes with his scanning.  Then walks over to the last patient.:: *CO* I've got a bit of information for you.  Is it ok to talk now? ::Nods to the Nurse to start the final autopsy.::

CSO_Syrna says:
*CIV* The visual recording from the camera shows a blank from 0945 to 1015 p.m.

CNS_Enki says:
@Carish: Do you know anything about Carol's work?  What she was working on?

Host CO_KBeth says:
*CMO*: Yes, Lt.

CSO_Syrna says:
*CIV*: Can you find out more about how this occurred.

CMO_Merna says:
<Nurse Band Aid> ::Logs in the patients name as Scientist K`Tra.::

Host Carish says:
@CNS: She worked with our technology.  Studying it and helping our people to understand it.  Mostly the Custodian itself.  It is silly but we have no one here who knows how it works.

CIV_Ferrone says:
@CO:We found the five bodies in this room and Dr. Fletcher in her room.  All were dead, sir.  ::motions towards the CSO's communication::  It is apparent that the camera's have been tampered with.

CTO_Adrel says:
@::scans the room for transporter traces::

CMO_Merna says:
*CO*: It looks like Dr. Fletcher, the leader, was killed first.  Thought it might be important enough to notify you sir.

CSO_Syrna says:
FCO: At the arch several people died.

FCO_Kalek says:
CSO:  Perhaps he could bring the recording device.  A deep analysis could provide us some information about who did that.

Host Carish says:
<<<Pause Mission>>>



